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          12 September 2016	
 
 
The Hon. Rob Stokes, MP 
New South Wales Minister for Planning 
52 Martin Place 
SYDNEY NSW 2000 
 
 
RE: Proposed Ministerial Spot Re-zoning of the Newcastle East End properties 

belonging to GPT / UrbanGowth NSW 
 
Dear Minister Stokes, 
 
Can you please assist?  
 
You visited Newcastle on Wednesday 17 August and announced the sale of the GPT 
/ UrbanGrowth NSW Newcastle East End Hunter Street Mall properties. This action 
was not unexpected. However, members of the Newcastle Inner City Residents 
Alliance (NICRA) were under the apprehension that by now, ten months after 
UrbanGrowth NSW released its revised heritage inner city plans for this development 
project, and nine months after you, the Newcastle City Council and NICRA endorsed 
UrbanGrowth’s revised proposed maximum height limit of RL 40 AHD (or 
approximately 12 storeys), in December 2015, residents are still waiting for 
confirmation of crucial matching regulatory changes to the Newcastle LEP. 
 
The reason NICRA continues to advocate for Newcastle LEP changes is to ensure 
the RL 40 AHD height limit will not be challenged by a purchasing developer through 
court proceedings. As it stands, once GPT / UrbanGrowth sell off their Newcastle 
East End properties, including the three sites that were spot-rezoned for high-rise 
tower developments in 2014 by the former NSW Planning Minister Pru Goward, 
NICRA is concerned a purchasing developer will seek DA amendments to take 
advantage of what the planning regulations currently allow on those sites, in terms of 
height. Under existing LEP regulations the highest point remains at 69.5 metres (or 
approximately 20 storeys) on the former David Jones car park site, at the corner of 
King and Perkins Streets Newcastle. 
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It concerns NICRA that UrbanGrowth’s Expressions of Interest (EOI) for the 
Newcastle sites appears to omit all reference to the provisional Development 
Application covering the Newcastle East End project approved by the Joint Regional 
Planning Panel (JRPP) at its April 2016 hearing. If UrbanGrowth NSW and the NSW 
government are committed to supporting the Newcastle accord reached on the 
agreed maximum height limits, the information must not be withheld from the market 
or potential buyers.  

NICRA calls for confirmation of the proposed LEP building regulatory changes as 
soon as possible to reinforce the spirit and intention of the planning accord that saw 
yourself, UrbanGrowth NSW, Newcastle City Council and NICRA all agree to a new 
maximum height limit of RL 40 AHD across the Newcastle East End properties.  
 
Given the sale of the GPT / UrbanGrowth properties is already underway, NICRA 
believes change to the LEP is now a matter of urgency. NICRA respectfully calls on 
you to facilitate the appropriate Newcastle LEP changes through the power of a 
Ministerial Spot Re-Zoning of the relevant sites, as occurred in 2014 when the 
heights were increased. This LEP Spot Re-zoning needs to be confirmed very soon, 
before the completion of any sales of Newcastle East End properties, which is 
NICRA’s key concern at this time. 
 
Ms. Monica Gibson, Director Regions Hunter and Central Coast, NSW Department of 
Planning and Environment, has informed NICRA that a "conditional gateway 
determination" on the proposed LEP changes will be made soon. However, NICRA 
understands that next step involves an exhibition period of the draft LEP changes, 
including time for community and business submissions to be received and 
assessed, which could last for twelve months. As the properties are now on the 
market this time frame is far too long.  

After nine months, NICRA members, Newcastle residents and developers would 
have expected this planning milestone to have already been passed. NICRA believes 
that without the government’s planning framework stipulating maximum height limits, 
the battle to retain these agreed heights will merely be in temporary hiatus, rather 
than determined by law. We urge you to spot re-zone these properties immediately 
and to ensure UrbanGrowth NSW modifies the Newcastle East End EOI to highlight 
relevant information about the agreed new maximum height limits. This information 
should be clearly identified in the EOI and the returnable schedules.  

NICRA wishes to end the unproductive debate surrounding the Newcastle East End 
sites, which created uncertainty for both residents and developers. Enshrining the 12 
storey height limit in LEP building regulations will restore public confidence and help 
take the city into a new era. If there is no intention to alter the LEP to enshrine 
maximum heights of RL 40 AHD, NICRA will have no option but to commence 
community agitation around this matter. 
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I hope you can assist. Should you wish to discuss this important matter with NICRA 
representatives we would be delighted to meet with you in Sydney or Newcastle at 
your convenience.  
 
 
I look forward to your reply. Thank you. 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
Brian Ladd 
President, Newcastle Inner City Residents Alliance - NICRA  
Tel: 0413 542 913 
 
 
 
 
 
c.c.  
Hon. Tim Crakanthorp, MP – Parliamentary Member for Newcastle  
Cr. Nuatali Nelmes, Newcastle Lord Mayor 
Michael Cassel, Program Director, UrbanGrowth NSW  
Monica Gibson, Director Regions Hunter and Central Coast, Department of Planning 
and Environment 
 
 
 
 
	
	


